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Dennison says 
fee petition plan 
budgeting fiasco 
regents won’t buy
Isaac Bretz
for the Kaimin____________
A plan to give students a 
choice between paying a fee for 
athletics or for the library will 
not work because the Board of 
Regents won’t listen and it 
would be a planning nightmare, 
UM President George Dennison 
said at a forum Wednesday.
“A fee which allows you to 
put it here or there simply does 
not allow you to plan.” he said.
More than 2,700 students 
have signed a petition that calls 
for giving students a choice of 
pledging the current $30 athlet­
ic fee to sports or books for the 
Mansfield Library.
That kind of choice would be 
a disaster for budget planners 
because it wouldn’t be stable 
from year to year, Dennison 
said. Without knowing for cer­
tain the amount of money the
library will be receiving there is 
little that can be accomplished 
with the added funds, he said.
Dennison said that the sec­
ond reason why the student- 
choice plan will not work is 
that it is a direct assault on the 
power of the Board of Regents.
“The Board of Regents is not 
willing to give up its right to 
set the final fee.” he said.
The Regents are not inter­
ested in a student petition, 
they feel that their obligation 
to the students is completely 
fulfilled by simply informing 
them of a fee increase, he said.
Karen Hatcher, dean of the 
library services, said the peti­
tion’s goals are misdirected. 
The library needs additional 
staff more than it needs addi­
tional books. The UM library is 
staffed at about 50 percent of 
where it should be, she said 
after the forum.
The U niversity o f M ontana
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STEVE BREEZLEY, a junior in geology, lets President Dennison know how he feels about the athletic fee 
at the tuition forum held in the UC Wednesday.
Barbara Hollmann, dean of 
students, said that the student- 
choice plan will only allow one­
time purchases of books and 
magazines. This is nice, but 
what the library desperately 
needs is a set amount it can 
count on, she said.
If students really want to 
help the library they should 
fight for adding an extra dollar 
to the $7 per credit tuition fee,
she said. This would allow 
Hatcher to hire some much 
needed staff.
Students overwhelmingly 
voted down a similar library 
fee in 1990.
The forum was called so 
that Dennison could garner 
student input on a proposed 
tuition increase, but spent 
much of it defending the ath­
letic fee. The brunt of attacks
came from the representatives 
of the student-choice petition 
drive. The group was lead by 
ASUM senators Evan 
Katzman and Josh Arnold.
The regents last month 
announced that out-of-state 
students will pay more than 
what it costs the state to edu­
cate them, and that in-state 
tuition would go up about $6 
per credit.
County Grant helps find housing for single mothers
Ashley Wilson 
Kaim in Reporter
Single pregnant women can now 
share free housing with a volunteer, 
thanks to a county grant to the 
Women’s Opportunity and Resource 
Development center.
The program was needed because 
general assistance was cut recently, 
leaving single pregnant women with 
very little help, said Ren Essene, coor­
dinator for the Family Housing 
Intervention Network. FHIN is a 
WORD program that helps families get 
housing. Women who couldn’t work 
because of pregnancy complications 
had no way to support themselves, she 
said.
“We found a high incidence of home­
lessness,” she said. “A lot of times the 
women had no place to go.”
In the new homeshare program, one 
of about 400 nationwide, volunteers 
who have an extra room where they 
live can give it to a single pregnant 
woman until she gives birth. In return, 
FHIN gives the volunteer $50 a month, 
and the woman may agree to help out 
in some way around the house.
The pregnant woman can then get 
medical care through the city-county 
health department, and food stamps. 
FHIN will add a small stipend for per­
sonal expenses, Essene said.
No one has been placed by the pro­
gram yet, Essene said, but 10 women 
are considering it, and 15 potential 
housing donors have talked to FHIN. 
The program is designed to handle 30
women a year.
Before anyone is placed, they are 
evaluated along with potential donors 
to check for eligibility and compati­
bility.
Kelly Sherick, who lives alone in a 
four-bedroom Elmar Estates house, 
came to find out about hosting one or 
two women, but said she would be 
careful to get someone she could trust.
“I think I would be pretty picky,” she 
said.
Susan Richter, a case manager for 
FHIN, said she should be.
Essene said it was important that 
both people sit down and talk about 
what limits and expectations they have 
before they make a commitment.
“What we basically expect from both 
parties is a lot of honesty,” she said.
All women in need are eligible, but 
girls under 18 may be placed in differ­
ent programs if they don’t seem mature 
enough to live with the provider,
Essene said. FHIN checks that 
providers don’t have a history of abu­
sive behavior, and don’t expect too 
much work from the women.
“It’s not to have a live-in person to 
take care of your mom or your kids,” 
she said, adding some “sweat equity” 
would be acceptable.
Pregnant women, potential donors 
or families seeking housing can call 
Essene at 543-3550. People seeking 
other assistance, including housing, 
can call First Call For Help, a hotline 
open from 12-5 p.m. that refers people 
to different assistance programs and 
information.
ASUM candidates air their views
Nancy Storwick  
Kaim in Reporter
The ASUM Senate needs to 
be more vocal and get more stu­
dent involvement, according to 
Senate candidates who spoke at 
Wednesday’s noon forum in the 
University Center.
Eleven of the 24 candidates 
on the April 26-27 ballot 
talked about themselves and 
their platforms during the 
forum. Another student, 
Trinity Baillie, entered the 
race as a write-in candidate.
Some of the candidates 
voiced concerns ranging from 
no strong student voice to a 
lack of commitment by current 
ASUM senators.
Melanie Kovarik, a junior in 
women’s studies and business, 
said ASUM Senate needs to 
become more task-oriented and 
less petty.
Kovarik said she supports 
overturning the housing ordi­
nance that prohibits more than 
two unrelated people from liv­
ing together.
Luke Laslovich, a sophomore 
in elementary education and a 
Missoula native, said he’s run­
ning for Senate to try and help 
the student body and will there­
fore work against the housing 
ordinance if he’s elected.
Senate candidate, Heberto 
“Tito” Flores, Jr., a junior in 
business, said he feels pulled 
toward running for Senate 
because administrators, com­
munity members and even the 
state don’t see UM students as 
a large entity.
“But we’re here,” he said. 
“And we’re going to be loud 
about it.”
Christina Witt, a junior in 
political science, said she’d be 
able to provide a new perspec­
tive on the Senate.
“My platform is for the stu­
dents,” she said. “The senators 
should represent the students. 
You should vote for how the
people who put you in office 
want you to vote.”
ASUM Sen. Michele Mather 
said all the candidates were 
called about the forum and the 
event was on a list of events 
ASUM gave them.
Matt Lee, political science 
major, is one of the candi­
dates who didn’t attend the 
forum. He was in class. He 
said he didn’t think his 
absence hurt his candidacy.
Senate candidate Renee 
Hilbum, a junior in drama, was 
at the forum, but didn’t speak. 
“I was there and I listened,” she 
said, adding she decided to use 
her time to campaign on an 
individual basis.
Twenty of the Senate candi­
dates will be elected to next 
year’s ASUM Senate. Primary 
elections are on April 12 for the 
executive candidates, and gen­
eral elections will be held on 
April 26-27. ASUM is holding a 
noon-hour forum for presiden­
tial candidates today in the UC.
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EDITORIAL-------
Student killings 
expose sores of 
American disease
About a week ago, two students 
were shot in the head and died in a 
Los Angeles suburb.
So what? There is nothing special 
about kids caijacked in Los Angeles 
or New York when they are out gro­
cery shopping, and, oh, by the way, 
they got killed, too.
An incident like that doesn’t sur­
prise anyone in America any more, 
especially in big cities like L.A., where 
the news would be nothing more than 
one tiny headline in newspapers or a 
20-second sound bite on the radio.
Just another entry in U.S. crime 
statistics.
Across the Pacific, in Japan where 
those students were from, the news 
jolted the population of 124 million 
people, with a somber-looking televi­
sion reporter saying: “This new 
tragedy shows us once again what 
kind of a place America has become.” 
“Once again, we see the horrible 
truth,” was the huge headline that 
ran on the biggest Japanese newspa­
per after the killing.
In the face of enormous reactions 
by the Japanese people, even the U.S. 
Ambassador to Japan, and former 
Vice President, Walter Mondale had 
to apologize in front of TV cameras, 
saying: “This is the saddest day in my 
time here as ambassador.”
It is too bad, really too bad, that 
the news has become another “testi­
mony” of the cultural stereotype the 
Japanese people have against 
America: crime-ridden, violent 
America where ethnic conflicts have 
culminated to the level of everyday 
life — a country where murders and 
rapes and carjacking are all answered 
in a “so what?” kind of response.
For many Japanese people, the 
incident is a revival of the nightmare 
in October 1992 — a Japanese 
exchange student in Baton Rouge,
La., was shot to death after he went 
to the wrong house on his way to 
Halloween party and couldn’t under­
stand the word “freeze!” And the man 
who shot the boy was acquitted.
Are the Japanese media blowing 
things out of proportion and acting 
paranoid about the killings of a few 
students out of three million Japanese 
travelers and 50,000 young Japanese 
students living in the United States? 
Maybe. Are they falsely forcing an ele­
ment of racial hatred out of the story 
when the real reason for the crime is 
more economical than racial?
Perhaps.
Nevertheless, Americans should 
take this incident as not just another 
crime story but as a lesson of how this 
problem of crime must be immediate­
ly and seriously tackled.
Let’s face it. It is absolutely abnor­
mal if this society has a common prac­
tice of killing people shopping in a 
suburban grocery store. The media 
must pay more attention to the sick­
est and deadliest disease in this soci­
ety instead of being preoccupied with 
how Michael Jackson’s face looks 
without makeup or how Lorena 
Bobbitt cut her husband’s penis. 
People should spend much more time 
thinking seriously of how to crack 
down on the spiraling crime instead of 
watching “Inside Edition” or “Hard 
Copy” and thinking, “What a tragic
—Tomoko Otake
Smooth sailing or stormy weather?
Sanders County’s sheriff race will guide area’s political tide
Former Sanders County Sheriff 
William J. Alexander recently threw 
his hat in the ring to run for that 
office again. His name will appear on 
the Republican ticket for the June 7 
primary election. He was elected sher­
iff in 1990 as a Democrat. Let’s hope 
Alexander’s hat is all he takes off and 
throws in the ring.
Alexander’s previous term was 
filled with misdeeds, misconduct and 
law breaking. His past exploits include 
an off-duty fight outside the Mint Bar 
in Plains in 1991. The fight happened 
to be with Billy Hill, his Republican 
opponent in the previous election. 
Although Alexander won the election 
he lost the physical battle with Hill.
He also lost the court battle and was 
found guilty of disorderly conduct.
He also was charged in 1993 with 
felony and misdemeanor crimes while 
in office. These included the infamous 
hot-tub party with a couple of under­
age girls he had arrested for misde­
meanor offenses. He agreed to let them 
off easy if they frolicked nude with him 
while his fingers played torpedo 
beneath the bubbles. He was charged 
with a felony for that escapade. He had 
also let the girls work off their fines by 
performing community service by 
washing his private car.
The good sheriff got himself a good 
lawyer and copped a plea. He pleaded 
guilty to the lesser charge of official 
misconduct and the felony charge was 
dropped. As part of his punishment 
Alexander resigned his position as 
sheriff in November.
Many, including the county attorney,
Column 
by 
B. L. 
Azure
H
[e’s like dog excrement 
An vibram soles. You 
just can’t seem to get rid of 
the smell no matter how 
hard you try.”
thought that was the end of the 
Alexander saga. But no, he’s back. Is 
this the kind of man to have in charge of 
law enforcement? We’ll soon find out.
Sanders County has a history in 
legitimate and sometimes unsophisti­
cated political infighting. It is also a 
haven for contrary types. Aryan 
Christian patriots, Constitutionalists, 
gunners, anarchists, militiaists, anti­
taxers, fascists and druggies have bur­
rowed into the hills and valleys of the 
expansive county that stretches from 
west of Dixon to the Idaho border. 
These good ol’ boys like the sparsely 
populated area and the understaffed 
sheriff’s department has its hands full 
trying to keep tabs on them.
It is these dissatisfied factions 
that Alexander will be courting and 
it’s their votes he will probably get.
He fits neatly in with their philoso­
phy of anti-government or anti-out­
side interference. Let’s hope there 
are enough people out there with 
teenage daughters who can see the 
dangers of this man and vote for the 
safety of their children.
Something is happening in 
Montana. Flashpoints of sour-grapes 
anarchy are popping up in various sec­
tors of the state. The pretexts they use 
are the Brady Bill, the IRS and other 
government policies that they see as 
unduly interfering with their rights as 
free Americans.
In Garfield County, in east-central 
Montana, 14 self-styled “freemen” 
have placed a bounty of $1 million on 
the heads of the sheriff, the district 
judge, the county attorney and three 
attorneys from the Farm Credit Bank 
for foreclosing on the property of two 
of the “freemen.”
To counteract the possible threat of 
an armed and unruly mob the county 
officials have enlisted a posse of 85 
people to help keep the peace at 
upcoming foreclosure hearings.
In Ravalli, Flathead, Sanders, 
Lincoln and other counties, citizens 
have begun the process of forming 
militias to fight their various govern­
mental and social strawmen.
Time will tell what direction and 
how far down the road these move­
ments will go. The Sanders County’s 
sheriff election in June will give us an 
indication of just how smooth that 
road will be.
—B.L. Azure is a senior 
in journalism.
Letters to the Editor
Wasserman: strike for 
depth, not dogma, in 
opinion writing
Editor:
Kenneth Wasserman’s March 31 
guest column, “Does Affirmative 
Action Really Create Diversity?”, 
raises some very interesting ques­
tions.
Its incoherence raises questions 
about academic standards in UM’s 
graduate history program. Namely, 
do they have any? A trained academ­
ic forms an argument by stating a 
problem and then, through a series of 
logical statements, supporting or 
denying the problem. Wasserman’s 
diatribe displays none of these quali­
ties. Instead it makes a series of 
dubious assertions, follows with a 
ridiculous hypothetical and a para­
graph of his own preformed conclu­
sions, and ends with a polemical 
assault on everyone’s favorite whip­
ping dog, political correctness — 
whatever that is. His argumentative
style (or lack there of) is more reflec­
tive of a high school debating team 
than a graduate student.
The column also raises questions 
about Wasserman’s future: Can 
someone with observation skills as 
poor as his really expect to become a 
professional historian? He states that 
“affirmative action serves to pack the 
faculty with liberals.” I’m sure Rush 
Limbaugh would wholeheartedly 
agree, but back in the real world this 
assertion doesn’t hold up. They have 
had an affirmative action program at 
this school ever since it was mandat­
ed by federal law. So where are all 
the liberal professors? Are the extra­
vocal, anti-feminists liberal? What 
about all the anti-postmodern senti­
ment that permeates the humanities, 
is that a liberal plot? And the univer­
sity’s bias toward business and pro­
fessional schools, I suppose that’s a 
result of the liberal menace on cam­
pus? Trust me, Mr. Wasserman, hon­
est observation will get you a lot fur­
ther than reactionary dogma any day.
Finally, assuming all individuals
must be either liber 
al or conservative 
raises questions 
about the depth of 
Wasserman’s politi­
cal knowledge. As the 
affirmative action pro­
gram at UM has 
shown, social justice is blind to politi­
cal persuasion. One can hold to politi­
cal philosophies that haven’t even 
been defined, and still benefit from 
affirmative action. Wasserman needs 
to understand that despite the fact 
that political conservatives consis­
tently bash affirmative action, they 
are just as much the beneficiaries as 
any other of the hundreds of political 
philosophies out there.
I suggest that Wasserman strive 
for depth, instead of dogma, when he 
feels the urge to spew opinion in the 
future. Who knows, if he has an actu­
al point to make, perhaps he'll find 
that some folk even agree with him.
Kent Curtis, 
graduate, non-degree
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More of your letters
UM plans for long-term 
won’t change 
fee policy
Editor:
It seems that about once a week I 
see another story about someone com­
plaining about one of the fees, or the 
placement of a new building, or some 
policy that they don’t like. “”By gum- 
mit,” they say, “we’re going to pass a 
petition and get it changed,” and all I 
can do is shake my head and sigh.
It must be nice to still be idealistic 
and think you can change the world. 
People, look around you. How long has 
this University been here? One hun­
dred and one years? Don’t you realize 
that you’ll only be here four or five? 
(Well maybe six or seven if you want a 
masters, or eight or nine for a doctor­
ate or if you’re like me who’s gonna be 
here forever.) We’re here for the short 
term while people like President 
George Dennison and the Board of 
Regents are here for, and MUST plan 
for, the long term.
No, I’m not particularly thrilled 
with the new athletic fee, and yes, I’d 
rather see the money go to the library, 
but folks let me tell you something.
Your petition isn’t going to change 
anything.
Do you really think that President 
Dennison or the Board of Regents is 
going to reverse the athletic fee? How 
can they? Reverse this one, and then 
they’ve set a precedent, because peo­
ple will begin challenging everything.
Imagine what a nightmare that would 
be.
Another point. I find it very inter­
esting that there are “approximately” 
2,700 signatures on the petition. Why? 
Where were you people at the last 
ASUM election? Only 1,949 people 
voted. Maybe if all 2,700 of you had 
voted it might have made a difference. 
Remember THAT with your next elec­
tion coming up.
Finally, Kevin Crough, can you 
name one fee that you pay that you 
have NEVER gotten a return on?
—Russ Pagenkopf 
junior, computer science
Affirmative action works 
as balancing tool 
between racial groups
Editor:
I am writing in reference to 
Kenneth Wasserman’s column, “Does 
affirmative action really create diver­
sity?”, in which he made some hasty 
generalizations and failed to consider 
some important aspects of the debate. 
Mr. Wasserman’s column starts off by 
lamenting the lack of diversity in 
political ideology among those stu­
dents and professors benefitting from 
affirmative action in the university— 
thus creating a decisively liberal 
atmosphere among the faculty. He 
goes on to ask how many political con­
servatives have benefitted from affir­
mative action appointments or work 
with this policy. He neglects to real­
ize that most racial minorities in the
United States, the ones affirmative 
action applies to, are politically liber­
al whereas most political conserva­
tives are usually white elites, with 
whom these programs do not apply. A 
major reason why most racial minori­
ties are politically liberal are because 
of the racist conservative policies of 
the government, such as the “trickle- 
down” economics of the 80s and the 
lack of interest in racial matters by 
conservative politicians.
Later in his column, Mr. 
Wasserman points to the fact that 
Jews and Asians are not minorities for 
the purpose of affirmative action 
because they score fairly well on 
national examinations, and therefore 
have not been affected by institutional 
racism. Again, Mr. Wasserman fails to 
look at the whole picture. As individ­
ual groups, Asian-Americans and 
Jewish-Americans are far more eco­
nomically advantaged compared to 
African-Americans and Hispanics.
Due to this economic advantage, they 
are able to afford better schooling at 
the elementary and high school levels 
for their children. This discrepancy in 
the quality of primary education is the 
reason for more lenient admission 
requirements to universities for 
African-Americahs and Hispanics. 
Drawing from my own experience, I 
can attest to these discrepancies. I 
went to school in a fairly well-off 
school district in eastern 
Pennsylvania, which was mostly 
white and upper-middle class and 
where the facilities and teachers were
among the best in the 
state. Whenever I 
happened to drive 
into Philadelphia, I 
would notice the 
awful conditions of 
the schools in the 
poorer sections of the 
city. In areas like these, 
going to school is a risk because of the 
violence in the area as well as peer 
pressure to drop out. The graduation 
rate from these schools is very low 
because of these factors and attend­
ing college is almost unheard of, 
except for the occasional talented ath­
lete. With these facts weighed against 
them, I feel that racial minorities 
deserve a better chance in life, with 
the help of affirmative action policies, 
until the playing field can be leveled 
and equal opportunity in primary edu­
cation among all races is achieved.
Finally, Mr. Wasserman’s compari­
son of affirmative action to Rudyard 
Kipling’s “The White Man’s Burden” is 
ridiculous. Affirmative action is sim­
ply a tool to balance the economic and 
educational inequities between racial 
groups, not special help for people of 
color from the enlightened white liber­
al. Diversity is an important thing for 
our university, which goes far beyond 
political affiliation. The contributions 
of other races to the curriculum can 
only enrich one’s education, while the 
lack of diversity can only hurt.
Alex Karklins 
sophomore, history  /political science
The get-down, get-back-to-school, non-traditional woman boggie
The alarm goes off each morning at 6 a.m., and 
so do I. A “GET UP!” is lovingly yelled across the 
hallway to the kids — the first yell of a daily three, 
each delivered at half-hour intervals until I finally 
add: “If I have to go to school, so do you!”
Another non-traditional morning in the Non- 
Trad home. In my heart of hearts, I know June 
Cleaver would never counsel her children: “Eat 
your breakfast at the school, please — I’m late for 
class.” Nor would she sit in a classroom full of peo­
ple half her age (including the instructor) taking 
another five pages of notes she will never read 
again for lack of time. She would not then place a 
stun-gun to her thigh and pull the trigger as an in- 
class demonstration of how it really feels.
Is this any way of life for a 40-year-old woman?
Many women are off to the office each morning, 
but.one hour later, do they find themselves standing 
before a lectern offering the affirmative position on 
mandatory AIDS testing in a parliamentary debate? 
Or, in the next 50 minutes, become the drunken 
Blanche from “A Streetcar Named Desire”, only to 
quick-change out of costume while running off to 
divide (y2 - 8y + 16) by (y - 4)?
No, I think not. Most 40-year-old women don’t 
do that. It takes a special kind of woman ... a Non- 
Trad woman. One of a select group of women, like 
myself, who realized later in their lives that we 
had massive, untapped potential to offer this 
world. And so, we are here. And our numbers are 
growing. (Of course, male Non-Trads do exist, but 
they’ll have to write their own column.)
As a late bloomer (never attempting college 
until I was 33-years-old), there are days when you 
will find me standing in the center of the Oval, 
staring blankly a t Main Hall or at some unnamed
Guest
Column
by
Barbara
Thorson
segment of the cosmos, begging the Great Higher 
Power to let me know if it is Tuesday or 
Wednesday ... whether in the next hour I must 
learn more about the Socratic Method or how to 
communicate non-verbally.
Well, whatever it is, I better get an “A.” That’s 
all I have to say. One professor told me once that 
non-traditional women students were the worst. 
“They are never graded on their proficiency in 
cleaning a toilet,” she said. “But come back to col­
lege, and ... voila! ‘C’ equals failure. Go figure.”
As she shook her head and walked off, I stood 
wondering ... so what’s your point? The way I 
cleaned them, I could have gotten an “A.”
But here I am, and here I stay until the mortar 
board is donned, the credentials are in my hand. I 
am a symbol — the woman of the ‘90s — the bread­
winning, head-of-household, mom of two, and now, 
college student extraordinaire. Dressed in my 
sweats and sneakers, my backpack tearing the lig­
aments from my collarbone, I dash across the cam­
pus as I try to memorize a few lines from 
Shakespeare or Freud on my way to parent- 
teacher conferences. At times, I resemble a seal 
balancing a tray of glasses on its nose while
attempting to clap its flippers and play a tune on a 
set of horns.
“Wouldn’t it have been easier, “ you may ask, “to 
have taken care of this college deal a few years 
back?”
Well, sure, but I was simply too darn busy. As a 
child of the ‘60s (and a somewhat embarrassed sur­
vivor of disco), there were parties to give and 
attend, cars to buy, marriage(s) to arrange, din­
ners to start, children to give birth to, divorce(s) to 
file, and yes ... toilets to clean. Oh, and let’s not 
forget running for the “Queen of the Minimum 
Wage” title. I had my priorities, you know. Life 
was full.
Then, the day came when I remarked to a 
friend, “You know, I really would like to be a 
teacher ... but that would take years! I’d be 40- 
some-odd-years old by the time I went to college 
and graduated!”
“I see your po in t... but tell me something, “ my 
friend said, looking me straight in the eye, "... how 
old will you be then if you DON’T go to college?”
She had a point.
So, here I am — a middle-aged collegiate. By 
this time next year, my daughter will be joining 
me on campus. We’ll be “peers.” No time to ponder 
that right now. There is a pizza to order (again) for 
dinner, homework to fall asleep over, bills to cry 
about, and another morning alarm to set. As I say 
my Non-Trad bedtime prayers (“Why ME, God?”), a 
laughing little voice inside my head whispers back, 
“Oh, why not?”
Barbara Thorson is a senior majoring in history 
and secondary education, minoring in speech com­
munication, Kaimin Business Manager —  and she 
does her grocery shopping at midnight.
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News Sites
Report details improvements 
but notes lack in technology 
at UM, including computer
The Northwest Association of Colleges and 
Schools accreditation report on UM is available 
in the reserve room of the Mansfield Library. The 
report points out UM’s problems and what the 
administration has done since 1989 to fix it.
UM increased faculty salaries, admissions 
standards and increased the number of academic 
advisors. Faculty salaries went up about $6,800 
between 1989 and 1992. The peer advisors pro­
gram received more training. Admission stan­
dards went up to a 2.0 grade point average in 
high school.
Human Rights Coalition 
offers lecture, pot-luck
An area still considered deficient is campus­
wide technology, including computers, despite 
the addition of Griznet to the Mansfield Library.
The Flathead Reservation Human Rights 
Coalition will present a lecture by John Snider 
titled “What American Indians Have Given the 
World” on Wednesday, April 13 at the Salish- 
Kootenai College in Ronan, John Peter Paul 
building, second floor, Nurses Lounge. The lec­
ture will begin at 7 p.m.
Snider will recount the list of cultural, artis­
tic, political and linguistic contributions of 
American Indians. He will discuss the influence 
of American Indians on the environmental move­
ment.
Snider teaches English and Humanities at 
Northern Montana College in Havre.
The presentation is free and open to the pub­
lic, and the room is handicapped accessible. An 
open pot-luck will precede the meeting at 6 p.m. 
and everyone is welcome. For more information, 
call Cathy Billie at 745-4259. Missoula’s New 
Party will have a open forum in the City Council 
Chambers, 435 Ryman at 7 p.m. Thursday.
Issues of limited growth, quality of life and 
access to housing for people on limited incomes 
will be discussed, according to the party’s press 
release.
Missoula New Party holding 
open forum on 
growth, land issues
“There’s polarization between the open space 
and affordable housing people,” said Linda 
Smith, an organizer for the forum. “And we don’t 
think that has to be the case. We want what’s 
best for the community.”
Representatives from local government, grass­
roots organizations and the New Party will give 
an overview on the issues. Individuals attending 
the forum will be able to comment.
The forum will also be broadcast live on 
MCAT, cable channel 7 on TCI and 13 in the 
Rattlesnake.
For more information on the Housing/Open 
Space forum, call Judy Smith at 543-3550. For 
more information on the New Party, contact Paul 
Haber at 542-7628.
UM senior receives district 
award from 
Sigma Phi fraternity
Economics major Mike Burke has been named 
the Sigma Phi Epsilon fraternity’s 1994 Zollinger 
Outstanding Senior Award for the Northwest.
The Zollinger Award is given to a senior in 
each district who demonstrates excellence in 
scholarship, community involvement, campus 
activities and Sigma Phi offices held. Burke will 
select a sophomore in his fraternity chapter to 
receive an $800 scholarship.
Burke is coordinator of the UM Advocates and 
serves on the University’s Student Affairs 
Advisory Council and several other UM commit­
tees. He was UM’s 1994 Homecoming King and 
a member of the Golden Key National Honor 
Society.
Land trust launches 
logo contest
Lost in a logo-less wilderness, Missoula’s Five 
Valleys Land Trust is challenging people to find 
the perfect logo.
The winner will receive $200 for creating a 
logo that can be used on letterhead stationary, a 
newsletter, an office sign and various other 
places. The Trust’s Board of Directors and staff
will judge the entries on their ability to be used 
easily and their visual appeal. The Trust works 
to protect wildlife habitat, river corridors and 
open space in and around Missoula County with 
an emphasis in the Missoula Valley.
Camera ready entries should be sent to the 
Trust at Box 8953, Missoula, Mont. 59807 by 
April 22,1994. Entries will not be returned. The 
contest is open to anyone except family members 
of the Trust’s Board or staff.
Scholar traveling to D.C. to 
meet with activists, 
discuss species act
A UM forestry student will discuss the 
Endangered Species Act in Washington, D.C., 
next week in a national meeting with other stu­
dent activists.
Heidi Brown, a junior in forestary, will join 35 
other college students from across the country on 
April 8-11 at a national meeting to talk about the 
Endangered Species Act and receive training in 
organizing the campus voice.
Brown has worked with the Montana Public 
Interest Research Group (MontPIRG) to 
“strengthen the current act and propose neces­
sary alterations so that it will function efficiently 
and effectively,” according to a MontPIRG press 
release. The act is up for re-approval by Congress 
this year, with bills pending in both the House of 
Representative and in the Senate.
MontPIRG members collected over 800 post­
cards in November supporting 1993 amendments 
to the act and presented them to Rep. Pat 
Williams, D-Mont.
Brown will also meet with Sen. Max Baucus, 
D-Mont., and aides of Rep. Williams and Sen. 
Conrad Burns, R-Mont., to discuss the act
Upcoming job conference 
for people with disabilities
People with disabilities who are heading out 
on the job hunt might get started with a confer­
ence in May.
Employment First!, an Interagency/
Consumer Conference on Employment for People 
with Disabilities, will be held May 25-26 at 
KwaTaqNuk Resort in Poison. Employers, people 
with disabilities and their family members, and 
human-service providers are invited to attend.
There is no fee for the conference, but pre-reg­
istration is required. Stipends to help defray the 
cost of food and lodging are available on a first- 
come, first-serve basis. All stipend requests must 
be made by April 29.
The conference is sponsored by the Montana 
Supported Employment Development Project, 
part of the Rural Institute on Disabilities at The 
University of Montana. Collaborating agencies 
and groups include:
•The Montana Office of Public Instruction 
and the departments of Social and Rehabilitative 
Services (Developmental Disabilities Division 
and Rehabilitative/Visual Services Division), 
Labor and Industry, and Corrections and Human 
Services (Mental Health Division);
•The Montana Alliance for the Mentally HI 
and the Montana Head Injury Association; 
•theAFL-CIO;
•Montana Job Training Partnership, Inc.
•The Montana Association of Independent 
Disability Services and the Montana Association 
of Rehabilitation Facilities;
• TheAssiniboine/Sioux Vocational 
Rehabilitation Program and Confederated 
Salish-Kootenai;
•Human Services Department;
•The Western Montana Health Center;
•The Governor’s Committee on Employment 
of People with 
Disabilities and 
the Development 
Disabilities 
Planning and 
Advisory 
Council.
For more 
information or to 
pre-register, call 
Sue Dalin at the 
Rural Institute,
243-2460 or, toll- 
free, at 1-800- 
732-0323 ext.
2460.
VIGILANTE
Serving the U of M for 20 years!
MINI
STORAGE
• 18 Sizes to Choose From
• Commercial or Residential
• Indoor & Outdoor Storage
• Camera Serveiilance System
• Resident Caretaker
• Guard Dogs, Completely Fenced 
and Lighted
Office Hours: Mon-Sat. 8 a.m. - 5 p.m. Gate Hours: 8 a.m. - 9 p.m. 7 days a weak
549-4111 • 4050 Hwy 10 W. • 1 mile east of airport
How often 
do you have 
killer sex?
We're talking about killer sex in the true sense 
of the words. Sex without the right precautions 
can turn you o f f ... fo r good.
These days, you've got to know all about safer 
sex. And Planned Parenthood can help. You can 
ask us anything and expect straight answers. And 
you can take advantage o f o u r extensive services, 
gynecological exams, breast exams, free 
pregnancy testing ond counseling. Pap tests, 
testing and treatment of sexually transmitted 
diseases, as well os HIV testing and counseling, 
services fo r men, abortions, plus birth control 
ond counseling about safer sex.
W e sincerely care about people. W e are 
committed to providing affordable care with 
professionalism, understanding, privacy, 
confidentiality.
So moke the-smart choice and come to 
Planned Parenthood.
For an appointment, 
Call 728-5490
219 E. Main
P  Planned Parenthood'
Center for the
RoeKv 
Mountain 
West
Nature and Culture 
in the Northern West
A SYMPOSIUM
Friday, April 8 ,1 9 9 4  i :0 0 p .m -8 :0 0  p.m. 
M ontana Theatre, The University of M ontana
Saturday, April 9 ,1 9 9 4  9J O  a m  - 330  p m  
Boone and Crockett North Am erican Conservation Summit Center 
(Old Milwaukee Station) on the Clark Fork River, Missoula
A ll presentations are free and open to the public
For more information, contact The Center for the Rocky Mountain West, 
Department of History, The University of Montana. Missoula, M T 59812. (406) 243-5943 
or Paul H irt, Department of History, Washington Stale University,
Pullman, WA 991644030, (509) 33S4883 or 335-5139.
S ponsored by.
The Center for The tod y  K4ountam West Jhe Unnmity of MonOna.
* e  Dtpartm tol o i Hnk>ry *  W*dongton SUM Itonendy. FuOman WaJungton. 
Mid the MunUnt Ithtohcd Society.
The University of Montana
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is currently accepting applications for
Pick up applications in UC 105. Applications are due 
April 7. For more information call 243-6661.
Scott Thompson/for the Kaimin
THE DAMP Montana sky eerily shrouds this quaint stone house during the span of recent soggy 
weather. The house overlooks Kelly Island, just west of Missoula.
Spring into Fun & Fashion with Army/Navy and Shamrock Sports!
Army/Navy offers: Best prices in town on sunglasses!Ecu u r nCARHARTT Shorts 
Hats 
Shirts
Jackets (hooded style too!)
NEW MOUNTAIN BIKES 
Marin, Kona, Norco, Ross
COLUMBIA SPORTSWEAR
WRANGLER DENIM SHORTS
A Surplus Store & More 
Downtown at 322 Higgins 
OPEN: M-F 9-7:30 Sat. 9-5:30 
Sun. 10-5:30
' VOLLEYBALLS 
BASKETBALLS 
FOOTBALLS 
TETHERBALLS 
—WE’VE GOT EM!
ZENA JEANS & SHORTS 
GRIZZLY T-SHIRTS
RUSSELL 
ATHLETIC WEAR
All Colors 
All S izes,
Tls the Season for SOFTBALL
^ ^ ^ ^ I N L I N E  SKATES -10% OFF 
Don't forget knee pads, wrist guards & elbow pads
COUGAR & LADY COUGAR GOLF CLUBS 
r k . -Comes with a 30-day trial guarantee!
HIKING BOOTS 
Vasque, Hi Tec, Ridge, Nike, 
» Havanna Joe, Merrell, One-Sport
. -LARGEST SELECTION IN TOWN!
130 W . Broadway 
721-5456
a walk from campus 
_  -  OPEN: M-F 9-6:30
Sports & Outdoor sat 9-530 sun. 10-530
TENNIS RACKETS 
Pro Kennex, Spalding, ProForma
MAJOR LEAGUE BASEBALL CAPS
Environmental group urges 
government to put Kootenai 
trout on endangered list
KALISPELL (API — The redbnnd rainbow trout that popu­
lates the pristine streams feeding into the Kootenai River 
should be protected by federal law, a Colorado-based environ­
mental group says.
The Biodiversity Legal Foundation has asked the U.S. Fish 
nnd Wildlife Service to list the trout subspocies as endangered.
Foundation spokesman Jasper Carlton said the federal pro­
tection is necessary to save the subspecies from eradication.
“Very clearly, we have a desperate situation, with a remnant 
Montana subspecies that we could lose,” Carlton said.
He said the redband rainbow is suffering from competition 
with other trout species introduced into its waters and degrada­
tion of mountain streams by logging and mining.
Carlton’s petition asks the fish and wildlife service to list the 
redband only in tributaries of the Kootenai River, both in Idaho 
and Montana. It notes that other Kootenai River fish, such as 
the bull trout and the white sturgeon, are also candidates for 
the endangered species list.
“That should be a signal that the ecosystem is fouled up, 
manipulated beyond what it can handle," Carlton said.
He said state and federal authorities should manago the river 
basin so all native fish species benefit, instead of trying to save 
one troubled species at a time.
Kaimin use #62 Use the Kaimin to make 
sure your parrot becomes literate
Do you like computer
GRAPHICS
Are you skilled in 
Freehand on the
MACINTOSH
Apply for
PRODUCTION MANAGER
or
PRODUCTION ASSISTANT
for the Kalmin Advertising Office 
for the 1994-95 school year. Applications are 
available In Journalism 206 and are due by 5 p.m. 
Friday, April 8.
r  Can't Make the ^
ASUM Primary 
for President/Vice President
on April 12?
Absentee ballots available at 
^_________ASUM Office UC 105, >
With good behavior, you'll be 
out in just 5 months.
With a 4 year college degree, you can begin your career in 
law as a paralegal in just 5 months.
• Approved by the American Bar Association
• Free lifetime national placement assistance
• Financial aid ayallable for eligible students
• Includes a 100 hour internship
Call today for a free video "Your Career In Law"
1 -800-848-0550
DENVER PARALEGAL 
INSTITUTE
1401 19th Street Denver, CO 80202
□  Please provide information on the paralegal profession. ^
□  Please send free video "Your Career In Law”
Name _ _ _ _ _
Address_____
City _________
State ________
Phone ______
Graduation Date
Zip _ 
Age
DENVER PARALEGAL INSTITUTE 
M01 19th Slroot 
Donvor, CO 80202 
1-800-048-0550
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Scaling the ASUM summit
Arnold, Fast raise 
clenched fists at tuition 
hikes, housing ordinance
While other ASUM Senate candidates were still hang­
ing posters earlier this week, president and vice president 
candidates Josh Arnold and Shawn Fast were giving stu­
dents the hard line on student rights from a table in the 
University Center.
“Next year there’s going to be an election and they’re 
going to be talking about cuts in education,” Arnold says, 
noting that students should vote against state legislators 
who cut higher education. The seriousness of the 
Amold/Fast campaign is amplified by the clenched fist on 
their posters. Their campaign philosophy: No tuition hikes, 
no housing regulations and a whole lot of student lobbying. 
“We need to target legislators individually,” Arnold says. 
“We need to start not only targeting legislators but target­
ing the districts they’re from. We need to find students 
from those districts and their parents and get them to 
write letters to let legislators know that we’re not in favor 
of hurting the higher education system in Montana and if 
they vote to slash education that it will cost them votes in 
the election.”
But they say for their plan to work, students need to 
vote. Arnold and Fast realize that few students in house 
district 65, which includes the campus, vote, but say regis­
tering freshman to vote at orientation could change that. 
Arnold and Fast say ASUM needs to lobby hard against 
Missoula’s family housing ordinance, which limits the 
number of unrelated people living together to two. Both 
candidates sit on a city subcommittee formed to reevaluate 
the ordinance and they say there’s a good chance of raising 
the limit before Fall Semester.
Arnold is currently an ASUM senator. Fast was, but 
stepped down to take a paid position with Student Political 
Action, an ASUM group formed to raise student political 
awareness and lobby local and state governments. “I liked 
being a senator,” Fast says. “But I thought that SPA would 
be more focused.” He says ASUM needs to rethink its 
approach towards the state government. “It seems to me 
that we’ve been too reactionary.” Fast says of ASUM’s 
response to budget cuts: “When I did the march on Helena 
it was a one-day deal.” Fast says he wants ASUM to talk to 
legislators before they vote, to let them know that students 
care.
Red-tape holds 
Senate back declares 
Guler, Perkins team
If ASUM is going to succeed next year it will have to 
make the transition from a student-run bureaucracy to a 
big business, executive candidates Ethan Guler and Bill 
Perkins say.
“Student government, as it stands right now, represents 
everything that is government. It’s lost all of its focus. 
Instead of working with student concerns it’s become a 
bureaucracy,” says Guler, who is running for the presi­
dent’s seat.
Perkins, Guler’s running mate, hasn’t been active in 
ASUM but says he likes Guler’s platform and is willing to 
give politics a try.
Guler, who sits on the ASUM bench marking commit­
tee, a group of faculty and staff that reviews long-term 
campus goals, says the Senate spends too much time bick­
ering about house rules and too little time on legislation 
that serves the students, such as expanding child-care ser­
vices.
He does give them credit for enduring the all-night bud­
geting process, an annual session where Senators allocate 
ASUM funding to student groups. However he faults them 
for under funding some groups.
“A lot of the social groups on campus, for example, 
groups that promote culture, like band and anthropology, 
really got cut to the bone. What I would like to do try is a 
seed program. Government would become partners with 
business.” Business-oriented groups like the 
Entrepreneurs Club and Beta Phi Alpha would work with 
the Senate to generate funds for ASUM, Guler says. Part 
of that revenue would go to funding non-profit groups .
Guler also faults the Senate for failing to communicate 
with UM’s administration about tuition hikes and other 
fee increases. “The problem is they’re talking at the gov­
ernment not talking with the government,” he says. “We 
should make ourselves firm but soft- spoken. If that 
doesn’t work we seek legal counsel.”
Guler and Perkins also want to raise student interest in 
ASUM.
“Most of the students don’t  even know who the Senators 
are,” Perkins says. To improve unity with the students 
body, Guler says he’d hold informal meetings in residence 
halls and with student groups. “That’s what this university 
is about,” Guler says. “What we should be is a family.
We’ve got to take care of our own.”
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Lopez, Husmann want a 
sociable Senate, 
guaranteed four-year 
graduation system
Husmann, Lopez want a sociable Senate,UM adminis­
trators need to know that if students can’t graduate in 
four years they might go elsewhere, Ryan Husmann and 
Maleko Lopez say, a point they plan to make clear if 
they’re elected to ASUM’s executive office.
“I think one of the most important things to me is mak­
ing graduation in four years possible,” Lopez says. Having 
to spend an additional year in school because of course 
overflow costs a year’s wages, Lopez says and that’s got to 
change.
The problem is getting the administration and the 
regents to take student’s seriously, and that’s a nut 
Husmann says he and Lopez still haven’t cracked.
“I haven’t  really thought about that much,” Husmann 
says. However he does have a few ideas. Husmann says 
he’d like to see students writing letters to the Board of 
Regents, the state body that has the final say on practical­
ly all higher education issues.
Although the two are new to the political spotlight, 
Husmann attracted attention to himself last February 
when the Kaimin printed a letter by him declaring that 
Lorena Bobbit “deserves death” for cutting off her hus­
band’s penis because “John’s sacred willy could be useless 
for the rest of his life.”
“I think I’m right on this,” Husmann says now, a little 
chagrined. “I’ve had people come up to me that I don’t 
know that say ‘Aren’t  you the one?*”
He says the letter was written in part to tease his room­
mate Aaron Holtan who wrote a letter two issues earlier 
encouraging men to “court, date, pursue, woo or whatev­
er,” with a little more care.
As president and vice president, Husmann and Lopez 
say they’d like to create a more sociable Senate. “A party 
never hurt anybody,” Lopez says. “We could spot a couple 
kegs maybe, and let them know that we’re students; we’re 
cool.”
Both candidates belong to fraternities. Husmann, a 
sophomore in political science belongs to Pi Kappa Alpha 
and Lopez, a freshman in radio and television is a Phi 
Gamma Delta. Husmann was a member of this year’s 
search committee to replace UM attorney Joan Newman. 
He’s also on his fraternity’s search committee for a house. 
Currently the fraternity is without a home.
Lopez was president of his high school student body in 
Hawaii.
Yellow Robe, Bear Don’t Walk 
want ASUM to go into ‘rehab’
Lewis Yellow Robe and Eldena Bear Don’t Walk aren’t executive candidates 
screaming for pohbcal action, but given the chance, they’d like to see some 
political rehab within ASUM.
“The first thing we’ve got to do is revitalize ASUM,” says Yellow Robe who 
W. r ^ S ? ,J ^ SUM President- “The way to do that is to start c lean^house 
with ASUM. He says the Senate lacks focus and coordination. The result he
S l 1fa^nfiTeUng an<1 C°nfUSi0n’ traitS his m nning-mate likens to a dysfimc-
“When you were a kid did you ever have a friend with alcoholic parents and 
you don t want to go there because of all that inner-conflict?” Bear Don’t Walk 
asks. It s not approachable.”
Both of the candidates are senators now. In fact, last year Bear Don’t Walk 
received more votes than any other candidate in the general elections. Yellow 
Bobe was right behind Bear Don’t Walk, receiving the second most votes. 
Although neither candidate has been active in drafting Senate resolutions this 
2 “ ’ *,ey ,dld manage t0 get the Senate’s support opposing the administra-
. f T transfer credits from tribal s ieg es . Unfortunately, ellow Robe says, the Senate s opposition fell on deaf ears. If ASUM’s different
cS iT h I  Z T  coUac“ velytplan ahead’Yellow R“be says they’d be more effl-
dents o n a w e S y b a s is  aVai‘able “  tha stu-
agT e tl?3t StLUdentsare the victims of in-house bickering.
•i „ v  i i^  p y ellyaches about budgeting but nobody does anything to solve 
it, Yellow Robe says, noting that when ASUM doesn’t have the funds the
I Z  th* out to fend for themselves. “I was in a group where we
did the bake sales and selling t-shirts and that only makes up $300.” What
f  d i ei °  do 18 hlre someone to solicit funds for student groups. “It would
S o w ^ h  gr°UP’i haft,lt does and raatch ifc with literally billions of dollars.” Yellow Robe says, ^ h a t  s the cliche but it’s true.”
Primary elections will be 
held April 12 for 
presidential candidates 
and
General elections will be 
held April 26 and 27.
Stories by 
Tom Lutey
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Stones, old bones and 
how birds fly; Grants give 
scholars food for thought
Kevin Mullen 
for the Kaimin
Some UM professors are researching topics 
such as the greenhouse effect on vegetation, 
stones and old buffalo bones, and how birds 
fly for new classroom material.
Summaries of the work of these professors, 
who are funded by grants, were on display in 
the University Center Wednesday. About 
one-third of UM’s faculty, and about 130 stu­
dents, are involved in research projects 
through grants and scholarships, said ASUM 
Communications Director Mary Pierson.
UM has shown a steady increase in the 
amount of grant money it has received. A 
total of $15,359,649 in grants this school year 
is 22 percent ahead of this time last year.
Raymond Murray, associate provost for 
Research & Economic Development and dean 
of the Graduate School, said that teaching is 
often thought of as the “old yellow notecard 
instruction business.” Recent success in get­
ting grants and research money lets people 
know that UM does more than that.
“The primary reason for it is to improve 
teaching,” Murray said. “You are getting 
someone to buy units of knowledge.”
Murray also said the quality of the idea, 
not which institution is a person’s employer, 
determines whether grants are received.
“There is little or no difference which uni­
versity a person is employed at,” Murray 
said. “The individual must have a truly cre­
ative, innovative idea and be able to convince 
someone they can deliver what they promise. 
Only in multi-disciplinary studies do large 
universities have an advantage.”
Pierson said no figures were available on 
the number of people who apply for grants 
and are rejected.
“The whole process is very secretive,” 
Pierson said. “It’s extremely competitive and 
there are strict guidelines that go with the 
proposals. The faculty prepares proposals and 
competes for funds on their own initiative.” 
Murray said the most successful programs 
at getting grants at UM are forestry, biologi­
cal sciences and math.
Regents wait on tuition hike, 
Baf<er to study sp o rts debate
Larque Richter 
for the Kaim in
The Board of Regents will 
decide the tuition increases on 
April 21 or 22 via a conference 
call, ASUM President Jolane 
Flanigan said Wednesday.
The board agreed in March 
to give students a chance to 
comment before making a final 
decision on the increases. UM 
is expected to see a 13.99 per­
cent increase for in-state stu­
dents and a 5.22 percent for 
out-of-state students.
Flanigan and student body 
presidents from Eastern 
Montana College, Billings Vo- 
Tech and Montana Tech met 
with Commissioner of Higher 
Education Jeff Baker in 
Helena Wednesday afternoon.
One of the topics of discus­
sion was the athletic fee. “I 
asked him what would happen 
if we had no athletics,” said 
Flanigan. “I discovered that 
commissioner Baker is going
to do a study on athletics.” She 
said Baker did not give the 
specifics of the proposed study.
Baker said athletic fee is a 
tough issue that cannot be eas­
ily resolved. “What athletics 
mean to the school is a great 
deal,” Baker said in a tele­
phone interview after the 
meeting. “The issue is not just 
the fee. The bigger issue for 
me is athletic funding overall.”* 
He also said campuses should 
make their own decisions 
according to their individual 
situations.
Flanigan said that Dave 
Andrzejek, Montana State 
University student body presi­
dent, who met with Baker 
Friday, wants excess money 
from athletic fee revenue to go 
towards MSU’s library. 
Flanigan said she likes 
Andrzejek’s idea about athletic 
fee issue.
The group also discussed 
the recent restructuring of the 
higher education system,
although Flanigan noted that 
“It wasn’t  as productive as I 
think it could have been.” She 
said the other student body 
presidents, whose colleges are 
being affected, do not like the 
restructuring process.
Flanigan said they are afraid 
of losing their autonomy and 
student voice.
In the informal meeting, 
Ken Leppell, student body 
president at Billings Vo-Tech, 
was concerned that vo-tech 
teachers are not prepared for 
teaching. Baker said he was 
surprised that the issue was 
raised, but said he will look 
into it.
Baker said the problem 
doesn’t appear to be teachers’ 
lack of preparation in their 
content area, but may be “how 
they lay out their objectives, 
how they make their overhead 
projections, their lecturing 
styles.” Flanigan said she 
doesn’t think teaching prepa­
ration is a problem at UM.
Derek Pruitt/Kaimin
MARY PIERSON, ASUM Communications Director, creates a dis­
play featuring research projects being conducted at UM. The projects 
cover a variety o f topics and are possible because of the millions of 
dollars made available each year through research grants.
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IN BUSINESS! GLAMOUR! 
PUBLIC RELATIONS! FUN! 
POTENTIAL FOR BIG MONEY!
If you enjoy selling, 
apply to be an
ADVERTISING
REPRESENTATIVE
for the 1994-95 school year.
Applications are available in 
Journalism 206 and are due by 5 p.m. 
Friday, April 8.
The University of Montana Congratulates and 
Thanhs the following for mahing the university a 
more diverse and multicultural community:
Laurel Ashcraft Keith Kuwata
Jason DeHoyos Koffi Lamewona
YUeDu Yih-DihTan
Thomas J. Evans Joao Tomazeli
John Hall iday Lao Toua Vang
flichelle Henderson Tracy W illiamson
rierry Hutton Weera Wundee
Zhigang Zhang
The Cam pus Com m unity Is Invited to  Jo in In a  celebration o f the achievem ents o f these 
outstanding student-citizens at a  reception In their honor.
Tuesday, April 12 hosted u .
4  n  m  S -^ O  r»  m  President George Dennison
, rfml 1 ** Dean o f Students Barbara Hollm an
UC Lounge D iversity Advisory Council
ASUM PROGRAMMING
is hiring for next year's coordinators. We need interesting, enthusiastic people 
who are not afraid of hard work for the following positions:
PO PU L A R  C O N C ER T S C O O R D IN A T O R  
PE R FO R M IN G  A R TS C O O R D IN A T O R  
SPEC IA L E V E N T S C O O R D IN A T O R  
A D V E R T IS IN G  C O O R D IN A T O R
Please pick up an application at ASUM Programming in U C 104. 
Deadline for applications is April 12th at 5 p.m.
g 0  Montana Kaimin, Thursday, April 7,1994
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PAUL PALLAS  gets ready to hurl the shot at Saturday’s UM invitational. Pallas placed second in the shot put event. Scot M. Schuckert/for the Kaimin
The only way to eat an elephant?
A bite at a time. 
Recycle.
ASUM resolves to cut 
$6 off new parking fee
Applications for
REPORTERS 
NEWS EDITORS 
PHOTO EDITOR 
SPORTS EDITOR 
ARTS EDITOR 
C O PY EDITOR 
PHOTOGRAPHERS 
COLUMNISTS 
SPORTS REPORTERS
for the 1994-95 school year are 
available in Journalism 206 and 
are due by 5 p.m. Friday, April 8.
Tom Lutey  
K aim in Reporter
In an effort to ward off a $15 regular decal 
parking increase, the ASUM Senate passed a 
resolution Wednesday night that would dis­
place six dollars of the increase onto reserved 
decal purchasers.
“I realize that some people are going to say 
that nine dollars is too much but we’ve hopeful­
ly reduced a $15 increase to nine dollars.” Sen. 
Evan Katzman, who authored the resolution, 
said after the Senate meeting. Katzman said 
the remaining nine dollars was approved as 
part of a five-year increase by ASUM four years 
ago and could not be eliminated.
On March 24, Kenneth Willett, director of 
campus security, approached the Senate asking 
them to approve a $15 increase for regular 
parking decals, six dollars of which is intended 
to pay for a parking garage to be constructed 
this spring. The Senate opposed Willett’s pro­
posal almost unanimously.
Soon after the March meeting, Katzman said 
he began working on an alternative plan to 
reduce the size of the increase. The result was a
proposal to increase the cost of reserved park­
ing to four times that of the regular parking 
decal. Under Katzman’s proposal, the cost of a 
reserved parking decal would be $312 a year. 
Regular decals would cost $78 a year. If UM’s 
administration, or more importantly the Board 
of Regents, reject the Senate’s proposal, the 
cost for a regular parking decal will be $84 and. 
a reserved decal will be $252. Currently it costs 
$69 a year for the regular decal and $207 for 
the reserved one.
Also at the Senate meeting, Vice President 
Tim Crowe made former Sen. Allison Grant’s 
resignation public. Grant’s resignation was 
effective one week ago today.
Grant wrote in his resignation letter, “I have 
realized that various personal choices and com­
mitments which I have made are limiting my 
ability to do my job with the full competency 
that I stubbornly demand from others and 
myself. Rather than continue a job I have thor­
oughly enjoyed while letting the students who 
put me here suffer, I am choosing to leave this 
office. I’ve always felt it was best to go out on a 
good note.” Grant was not available for com­
ment and Vice President Crowe refused to say 
what personal choices forced Grant to resign.
IPizza Pipeline Kaimin use #232: take the Kaimin into the woods and set it free to roam with its wild cousins.
Any 16" One Item Pizza
PLa Two 22oz Soft Drinks
Only $7.50
*Add Mushrooms only 75d more! 
FREE DELIVERY! 
2100 Stephens, Missoula
Not valid with any other offer. Expires 4/7/94
r u s
PRESIDENT 
VICE PRESIDENT 
CANDIDATES
Tuesday, April 12 
In the UC
from 9 a.m. - 4 p.m. 
Bring your IS), and VOTE!
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Janine Jobe/for the Kaimin
UM JAVELIN thrower Petr Votava, of the Czech Republic, placed 
first at the UM Invitational last weekend. The junior in computer 
science will travel to Boise to compete this weekend.
UM thrower breaks school 
and international barrier
Dan Ross
for the Kaim in ___________________ ______
Junior transfer Petr Votava 
of the Czech Republic came to 
America three-and-a-half 
years ago hoping to break bar­
riers that exist between 
Eastern Europe and the 
United States. Having done 
that, he’s now trying to break 
records as a member of the 
UM track team.
Last Saturday in the UM 
Invitational held at Domblaser 
Field, Votava took a small step 
in that direction by winning the 
javelin event with a throw of 
190 feet 8 inches. Not his best 
effort by a long way, but still 
good enough to win the competi­
tion and qualify him for the Big 
Sky Conference Championships 
to be held at Domblaser Field 
at the end of May.
“I didn’t  hit my approach 
right, and there wasn’t  much 
behind the throw,” Votava 
said. “That’s something I need 
to work on this year.”
This is Votava’s first year 
at UM after transferring from
Highline Community College 
in Seattle where he was the 
Northwest Conference cham­
pion in the javelin. He came 
to Seattle after being selected 
to participate in an academic 
program that allows Czech 
high school graduates to 
attend college in the United 
States.
After spending two years at 
the Washington junior college, 
Votava was offered a partial 
track scholarship at UM, and 
decided to accept.
“I liked most things about 
Missoula, the city and the 
scenery, and the coaches here 
are very good,” Votava said. 
“Mike Ramos (who specializes 
in field events) should be able 
to help me out a lot with my 
technique.”
When asked about his goals 
as a UM track and field ath­
lete, Votava is not bashful.
“I think I can break the 
school record,” the Czech stu­
dent-athlete said confidently. 
“I threw 215 feet four years 
ago in high school and the 
record here is 219-something.
If my shoulder doesn’t  cause 
me any problems, I hope to 
break it.”
Votava injured his shoulder 
two years ago lifting weights 
and said it still hasn’t  healed 
completely.
“I’m going to get therapy for 
it, but sometimes after work­
outs it causes me a lot of 
pain,” he said.
Healthy shoulder or not, 
the computer science major 
will have to heave the spear 
almost 30 feet farther than he 
did at Saturday’s meet to 
break the UM modem javelin 
record of 219 feet 7 inches set 
by Scott Zanon in 1987.
As far as life after track 
and field goes, Votava is strict­
ly taking a wait-and-see 
stance.
“After I get my degree, I 
would like to have the oppor­
tunity to go to graduate 
school, either here or back 
home in the Czech Republic,” 
Votava said. “But, I wouldn’t 
rule out a career in track, 
either. TO just have to wait 
until I graduate and see.”
Szescila brings improvement to UM tennis team
Tom Cotton
for the K aim in _________________________
The UM men’s tennis team 
has experienced an unprece­
dented level of success this 
year and one of the reasons for 
the improvement has been the 
play of younger members on 
the team like Ryan Szescila.
Szescila is a freshman from 
Spring, Texas and has racked 
up a 3-1 singles record in con­
ference play. His biggest win, 
however came when he won 
the singles tournament in the 
Winter Open in January. He 
also scored an impressive vic­
tory against the University of 
Idaho’s second player Nearen 
Lahl. Szescila was down 6-3, 
5-1 but came back to win the 
match.
Szescila’s father encour­
aged him to begin playing ten­
nis when Ryan was 10 years 
old and he has been playing 
competitive tennis ever since.
“My parents have been real 
supportive of me,” Szescila 
said. “Dad took me out when I 
was little. He really wanted to 
see me play.”
During his high school 
years in Texas, Szescila 
played for his high school 
team and on the United States 
Tennis Association Tour 
(USTA). His time on the 
USTA was marred by injuries. 
Szescila had arthritis in his 
feet and had to drop out of the 
tour for five months. He did 
however attain rankings in 
the top 10 in Texas.
After Szescila finished high 
school he was recruited by 
Montana, Mississippi State,
Texas and Boise State.
Szescila chose to play for the 
Grizzlies mainly because he is 
an outdoor enthusiast and he 
liked UM coach Kris Nord.
“I wanted to play for a 
Division I school,” Szescila 
said. “It was a beautiful school 
and out of all the coaches who 
tried to recruit me I liked 
Coach Nord the best. I t kind 
of all went together.”
Even though he has been 
pretty successful in his first 
year of college, Szescila still 
believes that he has the abili­
ty to get better.
“I have a lot of room for 
improvement,” he said. “If I 
fill out I see myself getting a 
lot better. My serve and volley 
and speed could improve. I 
have played better this semes­
ter though.”
UM baseball club feels road woes
Corey Taule
K aim in Reporter___________________ .
As the UM baseball club found out 
last weekend in Billings, it’s tough to 
win on the road.
After defeating Eastern Montana in 
three straight home games two week­
ends ago, UM dropped two of three 
games Easter Weekend to the 
Yellowjackets moving their record to 4-2 
on the season.
Co-captain Brandon Southall said 
playing Eastern in Billings made for a 
much different situation than the first 
go-around.
“They had a lot more guys there this 
weekend than that came to Missoula,” 
Southall said. “In this league it’s impor­
tant to be at home because of the travel.”
The UM squad split two seven-inning 
doubleheaders with Eastern on Saturday,
winning the first game 11-9 and losing 
the second 8-7. Sunday, EMU defeated 
UM 16-6 in a nine-inning contest.
Co-captain Jeff Snyder, who broke 
the middle finger of his right hand in a 
game two weeks ago, went 3-3 with 2 
RBIs and 4 stolen bases in the 11-9 win. 
Snyder said he went through no elabo­
rate medical procedures to prepare for 
the game.
“I just taped it up,” he said.
UM ended the second game, an 8-7 
loss, with the tying run being thrown 
out a t home plate. Southall said the 
ending was disappointing but that the 
team has tried to take risks on the 
basepaths all season.
“The second game was a real heart- 
breaker,” said Southall. “We’ve been liv­
ing by aggressive baserunning and this 
time we died by it.”
Sunday, the club played its first nine-
inning game of the season, losing 16-6. 
Southall said all the team’s injuries 
finally caught up with them.
“It got a little ugly for us,” he said. 
“We had more people than not, hurting 
from one injury or another.”
This weekend, UM will travel to 
Bozeman to play in a three-team tour­
nament with Eastern and Montana 
State. Southall said the team hopes to 
reverse last year’s trend of losing to 
MSU.
“Hopefully we can give Bozeman 
some tough games this weekend,” he 
said. “They pretty much handled us last 
year.”
Sk it s ./
I If you know at least 
three ways to say 
rebound, and are good 
with masculine verbs 
like smash, thrash and 
slam have we got a 
deal for you. It even 
includes passes to 
good seats at sporting 
events. The Kaimin is 
seeking energetic 
sports fans who can 
write well. There is a 
position open for 
Sports Editor and sev­
eral sports writers. 
Applications can be 
picked up in 
Journalism Room 206 
and are due 
April 8 by 5 p.m. . |
H P  Montana KaiHiinlThute'd'ay*. :Aprlii7?il'994
sports
Dustin Solberg/Tor the Kaimin
MISSOULA'S BIKE-Walk week starts May 7. The Missoula Bicycle-Pedestrian Advisory Board is seeking people interested in running booths 
tnat promote products and services showing fun and safe ways to walk or bike. Musicians and vendors are also being sought.
Bicycle
advocacy
group
needs
helpers
Ashley Wilson 
Kaimin Reporter
Organizers of May’s 
Missoula Bike-Walk Week are 
looking for people to kick off the 
event, by running booths in 
May showing how to make bik­
ing and walking safer and more 
fun.
The booths are for a 
“Healthy Transportation Fair” 
for Missoula’s Bike-Walk Week, 
which is May 7-14. The dead­
line to reserve a spot is April 
15. The Bicycle-Pedestrian 
Advisory Board is looking for 
people to show products and 
services that make car-less 
commuting more enjoyable, 
food and coffee vendors, and 
musicians. Call the “Fair 
Master,” Len La Buff, at 542- 
1701, for more information.
The Missoula
Redevelopment Agency’s contri­
bution to Bike-Walk Week will 
be new bike racks in each city- 
owned downtown parking lot.
One space will be used from 
each lot for racks to hold 24-27 
bikes, said Geoff Badenoch, 
director of the MRA Even if the 
rack spaces aren’t  all used, it is
a step in the right direction, he 
said.
“We think that’s a real good 
move,” he said. “Replacing one 
car with eight or nine bikes to 
me is a good deal.”
This year’s walk week will be 
the first since the Missoula 
Non-Motorized Transportation 
Plan was approved by the 
Missoula City Council last sum­
mer. It was created to coordi­
nate the city, county, UM, Lolo 
National Forest and depart­
ment of Fish, Wildlife and 
Parks in an effort to improve
trails, bridges and other bike 
and walkways.
Now, the extended process of 
making it a reality is underway, 
said Karen Jaworsky, the 
Bicycle-Pedestrian coordinator. 
“What we’ve been doing basical­
ly is going through the plan, 
identifying specific proposals, 
and seeing what agencies are 
responsible (for building 
them,)” she said.
Badenoch said the plan has 
moved slowly, due to the 
lengthy public review and plan­
ning process. Several projects
are under way, though:
• A possible new biking­
walking bridge over the Clark 
Fork, near the Orange Street 
Bridge. The MRA is now seek­
ing public comment, he said, to 
find out what environmental 
and aesthetic concerns people 
have. The next public meeting 
will be May 11.
• Extension of the Kim 
Williams trail, east of UM, to go 
all the way to the road leading 
from Deer Creek. The road cir­
cles around, eventually ending 
in Pattee Canyon. Bikers ride
there now, but must trespass 
on Montana Rail Link property. 
Badenoch wants to secure an 
official, safe trail.
• Overpass and ground-level 
crossings linking the Northside 
and downtown over the train 
tracks. The plan to build them 
has been approved, but the hard 
part—finding a publicly accept­
able plan that won’t disrupt rail 
service as it is being built—is 
yet to come, Badenoch said.
The projects will be paid for 
with a variety of city and feder­
al funds.
KAIMIN CLASSIFIEDS
The Kaimin runs classifieds four days a week. Classifieds may be placed in the Kaimin 
business office. Journalism 206. They must be made in person.
RATES
Student/Facu Ity/Staff Off Campus
$.80 per 5-word line $.90 per 5-word line
LOST AND FOUND
The Kaimin will run classified ads for lost or found items free of charge. They can be 
three lines long and will run for three days. They must be placed in person in the Kaimin 
business office, Journalism 206.
The Kaimin assum es no 
responsibility for advertisem ents 
which are placed in the Classified  
Section. We urge all readers to use 
their best judgement and investigate 
fully any offers o f  em ploym ent, 
investment or related topics before 
paying out any money.
LOST AND FOUND
Keys lost on Southside o f Science 
Complex Friday afternoon. Please 
call B ill 258-6561 or return to 
Geology Dept.
Lost: Brown leather hip sack in 
Lodge “Men’s room” call 549-9936.
Lost: Reward for return o f  purple 
Schwinn 1 speed w/wire basket. 542- 
6270 ask for Anne
PERSONALS
ST U D EN TS! Learn com m unity  
organizing, run meetings, lobby and 
work with the media. You can learn 
these sk ills  and help protect the 
environment, consumer interests or 
work for campaign finance reform in 
Montana. Put your classroom  
knowledge to work before you  
graduate, Run for the Montana Public 
Interest Research G roup’s 
(MontPIRG’s) board o f  directors. 
Call Linda at 243-2908 before April
Promote healthy life s ty le s , learn 
group facilitation skills, make new 
friends, and have a lot o f  fun while 
earning credit. Become a PRO Peer 
Educator. Call Linda Green, Health 
Education Coordinator 243-2801.
The University o f Montana’s Lambda 
A llian ce offers a politica l voice , 
support and friendship to lesbian, 
gay, b i-sexual and transgender 
students. For more information please 
call 523 -5 5 6 7 . MEETING  
TONIGHT! 8p.m. in UC 114. Your 
closet is for your clothes, not your 
life!
Drop in for a Free Pregnancy Test 
• Confidential • Supportive • I st Way 
Pregnancy Support Center, call for 
hours • 5 4 9 -0406  (form erly
Birthright)
HELP WANTED
Want to work in the entertainment 
world? ASUM Programming is hiring 
for next year’s Coordinator positions. 
Popular C oncerts Coordinator, 
Performing Arts Coordinator, Special 
Events Coordinator, A dvertising  
Coordinator. If interested please pick 
up applications in 104 UC. Deadline: 
April 12th at 5:00pm.
Childcare Opportunities! Prescreened 
fam ilies  look ing for caring  
individuals to spend a year as a nanny 
$175-350/w eek , room and board, 
airfare included. Call CHILDCREST! 
1-800-574-8889
Tired of minimum wage jobs? Make 
$1880 per month. Work back East. 
Enhance your resum e. Work for 
Southwestern. Call 728-4729
D o you need m ore resum e 
experien ce? W e need 10 Hard 
W orkers. Make $483 per w eek, 
travel, gain resume experience, and 
earn college credit. Call 549-4010.
Do you enjoy selling? Apply to be a 
Kaimin advertising representative for 
1994-95. Applications in Journalism 
206. Deadline Friday April 8, 5 p.m.
The K aim in N ewsroom  is hiring  
for  1994-95: R eporters, N ew s  
Editors, Photo Editor, Sports Editor, 
Features Editor, Arts Editor, Copy 
Editors, Photographers, Lay Out 
Editors, C olum nists and Sports 
Reporters. Applications in Journalism 
206. Deadline Friday April 8 ,5  p.m.
Do you like computer graphics and 
designing ads? Are you skilled in 
Macintosh Freehand? The Kaimin 
advertising o ff ic e  is taking  
applications for 1994-95 for 
Production Manager and Production 
Assistant. Applications in Journalism 
206. Deadline Friday April 8, 5 p.m.
BE A MENTOR
The Student Mentoring Corps at UM 
is recruiting students for Fall 1994 
who are interested in earning units 
and valuable experience working 
with youth. Pick up applications in 
Rankin H all, room 11. April 12 
deadline.
Want to work with the stars? ASUM 
Programming needs stagehands for 
the Vince Gill show on April 20th. 
Sign up today. List on door o f  UC 
104, the Programming Offices.
For students that are serious about 
finding great sum m er work: 
Interviews are being held TODAY! 
in LA 306 at 3:40 and 6 p.m. Gain 
resume experience, 3 college credits 
and make $5600! Act fast. Limited 
seats available. Please be prompt.
Perfect part time job for a student! 
Laundromat Cleaner, work weekends 
and weekday hours are flexible. Send 
resume to: P.O. Box 3356, Missoula 
MT 59806
ROOMMATE NEEDED
Room to let $200 plus half utility tel 
543-1187 or 549-4717 Arthur.
N eed room m ate for sum m er-no  
sm oking, pets. $205/m onth , 1/2 
utilities. Female preferred. Call Tracy 
721-9312.
WANTED TO RENT
Visiting Professor needs a furnished 
3+ bedroom house/apartment from 
June 20 - August 10. Please call 243- 
6311. Ask for Kim.
FOR RENT
Furnished house: R attlesnake; 
Iease;$225/room ; two available; 
deposit $200; yard; laundry; non- 
smokers/partiers; hardwood floors; 
need petsitter. 728-2810
Summer sublet 2 bdrm apt or single 
room 728-2582.
3 Bedroom apartment $525 includes 
utilities avail. 5/15 Call 542-1826  
721-8990.
TYPING
FAST ACCURATE Verna Brown- 
543-3782
W O R D P E R F E C T , L A SE R , 
REASONABLE, LYN 721-6268
RUSH TYPING  CALL BERTA  
251-4125
G rea t-lo o k in g ! Q uick ! L aser  
Printing 721-9748
Typist. Fast, accurate, experienced 
251-4931.
SERVICES
Car audio system maintenance repair 
and custom  installation . Contact 
Robert at E lectron ic Services  
Unlimited 721-9264.
WANTED TO BUY
CARLO’S buy 501 L ev i’s. Up to 
$10.00. 543-6350 OTHER NAME 
BRAND CLOTHING TOO! 204 S. 
3rd.
FOR SALE
LSAT Actual tests, software, and 
study guides brand new. 251-2983
For Sale 1992 Suzuki Intruder only 
used one season. Low m iles  
$4500.00/? 273-0865.
Housing Shortage? Buy your own 
trailer. Furnished. Wood stove. Call 
543-3602. Available May 31. Cheap.
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Concerning U
•Lecture—
Sigma Xi series:
“Research 
Industry and 
Consumer’s 
Developing Genetic 
Information,” by Mansfield 
Professor of Ethics Deni 
Elliott, noon, Science 
Complex, 304.
• Forum—Missoula’s New 
Party, a third political party 
focusing on economic fairness, 
human rights and environ­
mental responsibility, will 
present its ideas on affordable 
housing and open space, 7 
p.m., City Council Chambers, 
435 Ryman.
•Alcoholics
Anonymous—12:10 p.m., 
University Center 114.
• Lecture—Recent 
Advances in Clinical Medicine 
series:”Common Lower- 
Extremity Injuries Related to 
Running and Sport Activity,” 
by Dr. Nancy Thibault, noon-1 
p.m., University Hall 210.
•Beyond Co­
dependence—12:10 p.m. 
Montana Rooms, University 
Center.
•Artist presentation— 
Visiting artist, Hawaiian 
painter Masami Teraoka, 7:30 
p.m., Social Science 356.
•Photo Exhibit—17th 
International Wildlife Film 
Festival Photography Contest, 
on display at: Yellowstone 
Photo, 218 E. Front Street;
The Bon Marche, 110 N. 
Higgins; Hunter Bay Coffee, 
225 W. Front Street; The Dark 
Room, 135 N. Higgins; The 
Vick Gallery, 119 W. Front 
Street; Bank of Montana, 201 
N. Higgins. The winner’s 
exhibit is on display in the UC 
Gallery until April 8, 10 a.m. 
to 4 p.m.
• Concert—UC Spring 
Folk Series: Robin and Linda 
Williams Band with guests 
The Special Consensus, 8 
p.m., Gold Oak Room, 
University Center, $12.
• Retirement seminar—
April
7
Thursday
Joe W eston/Ka im in
STEPHANIE FROSTAD, a graduate student in fine arts, enjoys the sun while working on a birthday card for a friend outside her stu 
dio in the Fine Arts building last week. ____________  ___________________________ _ _ _ _ _
Presentations include “Estate 
Planning” by law Professor 
Edwin Eck, 3:30-5 p.m. 
Montana Rooms. Call 243- 
6766 to register.
• Com puter class— 
Intermediate WordPerfect, 
“Tables” by Janet Sedgley, an 
information systems specialist 
at CIS, 3:30-4:30 p.m., April 7- 
8, Liberal Arts 15.
• Forum —ASUM executive 
office candidates, 12:00 p.m. 
in the Atrium.
• Panel discus­
sion—“Media 
Coverage of 
Ethnicity and Conflict,” facili­
tated by journalism Professor 
Charlie Hood 3-5 p.m.,
Mansfield Center Conference 
Room. Panelists will be jour­
nalism Professor Sharon 
Barrett, journalism Associate 
Professor Clem Work and Tom 
Cheatham, visiting professor 
of broadcast journalism.
•Environm ental sympo­
sium —Center for the Rocky 
Mountain West: “Nature and 
Culture in the Northern 
West,” 1-5 p.m. and 8 p.m., 
Montana Theatre. 
Presentations include: “The 
Metropolitan Mountains: 
Towns and Cities as Re­
shapers of the Rockies” by 
University of Colorado history 
Professor Patricia Nelson 
Limerick, 1 p.m. and “The 
Wilderness Ideal in Canada
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and the United States," by 
University of Kansas faculty 
member Donald Worster, 8 
p.m.
•Forum —Legal counsel 
candidate Richard Hutchinson 
of the recently disbanded 
University of Southern 
California legal staff, 2:30- 
3:30 p.m., UC Montana 
Rooms.
•R ecital—Faculty cham­
ber music, 8 p.m., Music 
Recital Hall.
• Conference—
J  oumalism/Law,
“Privacy and the 
Press: Law, Ethics 
and Technology,” 9 
a.m.-3 p.m., Journalism 304,
$15. Panels will examine 
“Invasion of Privacy: Legal 
and Ethical Dimensions,” 9 
a.m.; “Privacy vs. the Public’s 
Right to Know,” 10:45 a.m.; 
and “Privacy and Technology,” 
1:30 p.m.
• Phonathon—KUFM 
Public Radio Week through 
April 18.
•Environm ental sympo­
sium —9:30 am.-3:30 p.m., 
Boone and Crockett Center in 
the old Milwaukee Station. 
Presentations include “Tailing 
Tales, Environmental 
Conflicts in Northern Idaho,” 
by University of Arizona facul­
ty member Katherine 
Morrissey, 10:45 a.m.
April
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Saturday
thursday-sunday
Our 
newly 
arranged 
showroom allows 
us to show twice the 
number of assembled bikes 
and many more accessories.•accessories 20% off 
•clothing 20% off 
•most components 20% off 
•free balloons, cookies, punch 
•free drawing for Iguana 
QGMJkNTT mountain bike 
$450 value i i iip—
Financing available, OAC '  I
Dalt Braxton continues the 
tradition of excellence in 
professional assembly, 
service and sales for 24 years.
Corey Maxwell, Shirley Braxton, 
Luvie (the cat), Rexx Redd,
Dalt Braxton, Cindy Redd2100 South Ave. W. 549-2513 Thur & Fri 10-9, Sat & Sun 10-6
april 7,8,9,&1014th annual
'R f iX J O N  
\/K E  S H O P From left
Family owned and operated 
by cyclists for cyclists since 1970
ECONOMY 
ECOLOGYi 
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